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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel approach to
incorporate the activity features in measuring the influence of
member activities on the social network evolution. Conventional
methods analyze social networks and make predictions based
on all cumulative members and activities. However, since
inactive members do not contribute to the network growth,
including them in analysis can lead to less accurate results.
Based on this observation, we propose to focus on the active
population and explore the influence of member activities. We
present a model that can incorporate various activity features
and predict the evolution of social activities. At the same
time, an algorithm is adopted to select the most influential
activity features. The experiments on two different types of
social network show that the activity features can predict the
evolution of the social activity accurately and our algorithm
is effective to select the most influential features. In addition,
we find that the most significant activity features to determine
the network evolution vary among different types of social
network.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The emergence of digital libraries and online communities
provides a lot of resources that enable in-depth research in
social network analysis. Exploring the network evolution
provides insights to the change of relationships between
people. Existing studies involve different kinds of networks,
such as blogger network, email communities, and academic
co-authorship network. Investigating what factors are in-
fluential to the social activity is critical to understand the
evolution of social networks.

In business such as advertising, studies on the network
evolution enable people to forecast the future network status
and thus determine the corresponding marketing strategies
in advance. For instance, if members who have frequent
activities (i.e. active members) keep increasing, it is probably
worthwhile to invest in advertisements and promotions over
this growing network. Within a network, active members are
more important than inactive ones, because the former re-
veals the real value of the current community and contribute
more to the future status of the network. The applications
in real marketing scenarios make it necessary to focus on
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active members and investigate how their activities affectthe
network evolution.

Different models are proposed to address the social net-
work analysis in past years. Many studies aim to capture
microscopic structures and simulate the network growth with
additions of new vertices [1][2], but they are mostly based
on the cumulative infrastructure and do not emphasize the
current member activities. Recent studies pay more attention
to analyze the structural features and their evolution over
time [3]. However, the influence of these features on network
evolution is only evaluated at individual level. In [4], while
qualitative evolution patterns of co-authorship network are
summarized, the impact of specific features is not addressed.

Based on these observations, we propose to focus on the
active population of a social network and explore the impact
of member activities on its evolution. We propose a model
that can incorporate various activity features and predictthe
network evolution quantitatively. Furthermore, we investi-
gate the most significant activity features in determining the
network evolution, and then make use of them in prediction.
Finally, we show by experiment that our method is effective
to select the most valuable features and improve the accuracy
of prediction.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel approach to measure the social

network evolution based on active members and inves-
tigate the influence of member activities upon that.

• We incorporate activity features as well as their tempo-
ral effects, and provide insights into the relationship
between them and the macroscopic evolution of a
network.

• We introduce a method to find out the most significant
activity features and furthermore predict the active
network evolution with them.

In the experiment, the Citeseer co-authorship network
and Facebook online network are used for evaluation. The
selected significant activity features are different over dif-
ferent types of social network. On the facebook data, it
is found that the number of current active members and
features relevant to the number of edges could be the most
informative factors to predict the online social network
evolution. On the Citeseer data, however, it is observed that



the collaboration between members could be an important
indicator to explain the evolving pattern of the co-authorship
network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work. The preliminaries and definitions
are shown in Section 3. In Section 4, we present details
of the methods for the feature selection and the network
evolution prediction. After that, we show the experiment
results in Section 5. The conclusions are drawn in Section
6.

II. RELATED WORK

Large scale social network evolution has been studied and
explored intensively in recent years. Generally, existingwork
can be categorized into two classes: microscopic evolution
modeling and time-evolving structure analysis.

The microscopic evolution modeling focuses on the at-
tachment of new edges and the arrival of new vertices.
Preferential attachment of new vertices is proposed to follow
the power-law degree distribution in [5][6]. Another micro-
scopic evolution model was proposed with nodes arriving at
a prespecified rate and selecting their lifetimes [7]. These
models address the network evolution with a micro scope,
but they overlook the macroscopic structural predictors.

Time-evolving structure analysis pays more attention to
the structural feature measures and their evolution pat-
terns [8]. Different behavior scaling in degree distribution
is analyzed on online social networks [9]. The forest fire
model is presented to explain the densification and shrinking
diameters over time [10]. Another analysis on the co-
authorship network explores the community growth with
topic change[11]. However, in these studies, the influence
of structural properties is investigated at individual level
and their measures of growth are based on the cumulative
additions of new vertices.

Many existing works either focus on the microscopic
infrastructure or ignore activity properties when simulating
the network evolution. Different from them, we address the
social activity from a macro scope, and study the impact
of activity features on it. Incorporating these features, we
propose a method to predict the evolution and find out the
most influential features in the process.

III. PRELIMINARIES

An underlying intuition of social network evolution is
that the activities of members have effects on it and may
determine its future status. In most existing studies, oncean
individual joins a community, her membership is considered
valid regardless whether she has activities or not in future.
However, this is not consistent with the fact that social ac-
tivities may also decrease over time. Therefore, we propose
that if an individual does not have any activity during a time
period, she may not contribute to the community evolution
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Figure 1. An example of Facebook social network evolution

and thus should not be considered in the evolution study
over that period.

Figure1 shows an example of a group evolution in the
Facebook wall-posting social network over a period of four
time steps. At timet1, four nodes represent four members
and they have four posts on the walls of each other. At
time t2, membera does not post any more, but others
continue to be active and a new member joins in. At time
t3, more posts appear between other members and a second
new member joins in, whilea is still inactive. At timet4,
existing members are more active and the community keeps
expanding, buta does not contribute into neither the activity
nor the community growth.

From Figure 1, we can see that not all members are
consistently active after joining a community. The more
active members are, the more new members the community
is likely to attract. Additionally, not all members in a social
network contribute to the growth of the social activities
equally. Only existing active members are involved in the
activities. Therefore the inactive members should not be
included when evaluating the influence of members on the
social activity evolution. Based on these observations, we
formalize a concept ofinterval-wise social activity(ISA) as
follows:
Definition 1(Interval-wise Social Activity): Given a group
of individuals M with activities during time interval[t0, tn],
the interval-wise social activity of M at time interval
[ti, ti+1) is represented byG(ti) = (Vti , Eti), whereVti is
the vertex set andEti is the edge set. Every vertexv ∈ Vti

corresponds to an individual who is involved in at leastk
activities on[ti, ti+1), where k is the cut-off threshold. An
edgee =< u, v >, e ∈ Eti exists between a pair of vertex
u andv if and only if u andv have at leastk interactions
of a particular activity type during the interval[ti, ti+1).

Within an ISA, the membership is no longer permanent.
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Figure 2. The interaction between member activities and social network
evolution

Only those who have activities during[ti, ti+1) are included
in G(ti). By focusing on the macroscopic evolution, letNt

denote the ISA status. The measure ofNt is flexible and
may vary according to applications. In our experiment, we
use the community size|V (ti)| as the status measure, i.e.
Nti = |V (ti)|. To describe the evolution of an ISA, we
define another concept ofevolving pattern as follows:
Definition 2(Evolving Pattern) : The evolving pattern is
D = dN/dt. In a discrete format,Dti = (Nti+1

−Nti)/∆t,
where ∆t is a fixed time interval. Based on different
values ofDti , evolving pattern has two labels: growing and
shrinking. Growing is whenDti >= 0, and shrinking is
whenDti < 0.

In this study, we only focus on the labels of the evolving
pattern, and use binary marksL to represent the two labels.
The value ofL is 1, if the ISA is growing in the next time
interval, and0 if shrinking.

The evolving pattern measures the evolution of ISA from
the macro scope, instead of the micro scope. Taking no
account of random factors and environment variables, it is
the member interaction inG(t) that attracts new members
and determines the future ISA status. When studying the
influence of member activities on the evolving pattern, the
activity features may serve as a good summary of the mem-
ber activity. Figure 2 illustrates the interactive relationship
between the ISA evolution and current member activities
as well as their alternative representation. The description
of member activities are quantified by investigating and
integrating different activity features. At the same time,the
ISA evolution is measured by temporal evolving patterns.

By using activity features, the problem of finding the im-
pact of the member activity can be transformed to measuring
the influence of activity features on the evolving pattern.
Therefore, we extract activity features from ISA and employ

a model that can select the most significant features in
explaining and predicting the evolving pattern.

In evolution prediction, the full feature set may not
produce the highest prediction accuracy. One explanation
could be that with more variables, the correlation between
these variables may introduce much more bias into the result.
This leads to the overall decrease of the prediction accuracy,
which is called the “overfitting” problem. Therefore, it is
necessary to select the most efficient set of activity features.

Given the overall analysis, the goal of our study is to
determine the fitting model and select as few activity features
as possible that produce the best prediction accuracy. In the
next section, we introduce the activity features extracted
from ISA and apply a regression model to predict the
evolving pattern with them. At the same time, another
method is adopted to select the most significant features in
explaining and predicting the evolving pattern.

IV. A CTIVITY FEATURESSELECTION AND EVOLVING

PATTERN PREDICTION

In this section, we present the details of activity features
extracted from two types of social networks. After that, we
introduce an approach to select the most significant features
and a method to predict the evolving pattern with them.

A. Feature Extraction

Although different social networks have different infras-
tructures, they usually share a lot of common activity fea-
tures. Two representative social networks are explored in our
study: Citeseer co-authorship network and Facebook wall-
posting social network. In the dataset of Citeseer, the co-
authorship is considered as the interactive activity between
members. In Facebook dataset, the interaction between indi-
viduals is posting on each other’s wall. The edges in Citeseer
and Facebook networks are both considered unweighted,
which means an edge exist between two individuals as long
as they have at least one interaction at the time.

To make the measure more flexible, the value of evolving
pattern is not used directly in selecting activity features
selection. Instead, we use the labels of the evolving pattern
and their binary marks on both Citeseer and Facebook
datasets.

To measure ISA and the member activity therein, the
activity records of a social network are partitioned on suc-
cessive and identical time intervals. Within each interval, we
extract some activity features that are frequently measured
in social network analysis [12]. The feature set includes
not only the characteristics related exclusively to the social
network structure, but also those indicating the activity level
of the members.

Tables I and II summarize all the activity features gener-
ated from Citeseer and Facebook dataset respectively. The
activity features extracted for two social networks are not
exactly the same because of their different infrastructures. To



Table I
ACTIVITY FEATURES OFCITESEERCO-AUTHORSHIPNETWORK

Feature Notation Activity Feature Description
|Vt| active member population inG(t)
CVt cumulative active member population by timet
∆Vt difference betweenVt andVt−1

Pt number of all publications inG(t)
CPt cumulative number of all publication by timet
∆P difference betweenPt andPt−1

|Et| number of edges inG(t)
CEt cumulative number of edges by timet
∆Et difference betweenEt andEt−1

Ct number of all collaborations inG(t)
∆Ct difference betweenCt andCt−1

CMCt cumulative number of collaboration by timet
ARt average number of coauthors per person inG(t)
∆ARt difference betweenARt andARt−1

CCt average clustering coefficient inG(t)
∆CCt difference betweenCCt andCCt−1

ALt average length of the shortest pathes inG(t)
Dt diameter across all vertices ofG(t)

Table II
ACTIVITY FEATURES OFFACEBOOK ONLINE WALL -POSTINGSOCIAL

NETWORK

Feature Notation Activity Feature Description
|Vt| active member population inG(t)
CVt cumulative active member population by timet
∆Vt difference betweenVt andVt−1

Pt number of all posts inG(t)
CPt cumulative number of all posts by timet
∆P difference betweenPt andPt−1

|Et| number of edges inG(t)
CEt cumulative number of edges by timet
∆Et difference betweenEt andEt−1

AIt average number of interaction per person inG(t)
∆AIt The difference betweenAIt andAIt−1

APt average number of posts for each person inG(t)
∆APt The difference betweenAPt andAPt−1

CCt average clustering coefficient inG(t)
∆CCt difference betweenCCt andCCt−1

ALt average length of the shortest pathes inG(t)
Dt diameter across all vertices ofG(t)

handle very large values, some activity features are rescaled
by logarithm in our experiment, e.g.|Vt|, Pt, and |Et|.

B. Feature Selection and Evolution Prediction

1) The Shrinkage Method: In selecting variables, using
shrinkage methods allows a variable to be partly included
in a fitting model. The shrunken coefficient indicates how
much information the variable contributes as a factor in the
model. The lasso (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator) is a widely accepted method[13]. We apply the
lasso as a shrinkage method with our fitting model and select
the most significant activity features.

Take lasso with a linear fitting model as an illustration.
Given a set of input variablesx1, x2, ...xp and a response
Y , the linear regression fitting model is expressed as:

Ŷ = β0 +

p∑

i=1

βixi

The lasso fits the model and estimates the coefficientsβ =
(β0, β1, ....βp) by the criterion

β̂ = argmin(
∑

(Y − Ŷ )2) (1)

subject to ∑
|βi| ≤ s (2)

wheres(> 0) is a user-specified parameter.
The criterion of the lasso is to minimize the residual sum

of squares subject to the constraint (2), where the parameter
s is often set moderately small (e.g.s = 1). In application,
the fitting model is not restricted to be linear regression.

2) Evolving Pattern Prediction: Since evolving patterns
are labeled with binary marks, the response of the model is
categorical, instead of numerical. Thus, we adopt the logistic
regression as the fitting model, which has less assumption
on the data and is more robust than the linear model. The
results of logistic regression are probabilistic, insteadof
binary. They enable a flexible optimal boundary to assign
the evolving pattern marks.

SupposeY1, Y2, ..., Yn are independent binary response
variables, which denote the evolving pattern marks and
take the value of 1 or 0. The activity features are pre-
dictor variables represented byx1, x2, ..., xn with xi =
(1, xi1, xi2, ..., xip)

′, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, wherep andn specify the
number of variables and the size of the dataset, respectively.
Defineπ(t) = et

1+et
, according to the logistic regression, the

distribution function is:

P (Yi = 1|xi) = π(xi
′β) =

exp(xi
′β)

1 + exp(xi
′β)

(3)

where1 ≤ i ≤ n, andβ = (β0, β1, ....βp) is a (p+1) di-
mensional vector of coefficients including the intercept. The
optimal decision boundary ofP (Yi|xi) could be determined
by achieving the best prediction accuracy on the training set.
For simplicity, we take 0.5 as the decision boundary in this
study.

3) Activity Features Selection: Adopting the logistic re-
gression as our fitting model, we apply the lasso to it
and perform the activity feature selection with an iterative
algorithm.

Based on the equation (3), the log-likelihood function of
logistic regression is:

l̃(β) =

n∑

i=1

{Yilogπ(xi
′β) + (1 − Yi)log[1− π(xi

′β)]}

Then, the negative log-likelihood function can be expressed
as:

l(β) = −

n∑

i=1

{Yilogπ(xi
′β)+(1−Yi)log[1−π(xi

′β)]} (4)

By using the lasso, we need to estimateβ with the criterion

β̂ = argmin
β

l(β), subject to
p∑

j=0

|βj | ≤ s (5)



Define a function

L(β, λ) = l(β) + λ

p∑

j=0

|βj |

Then, the criterion (5) is equivalent to

β̂ = argmin
β

L(β, λ) (6)

where λ is a penalty parameter. By using optimization
techniques, the parameterβ can be estimated with the
criterion (6). In our computation,β is initialized as 0. The
procedure of the iterative algorithm for the activity feature
selection is summarized as follow:

1) Fix λ and initialize the predictor variable set.
2) With current variables, computeβ that minimizes (6),

i.e. the constrained maximum likelihood estimator.
3) Compute the accuracy based onβ and current predic-

tor variables.
4) According to β, remove variables with coefficient

close to 0 or significantly smaller than others.
5) Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until no more predictor

variable can be removed.

Applying this algorithm, the significance of activity features
can be measured. The most significant feature set will be
selected based on the best accuracy and the least predictor
variables. Even with the same predicting accuracy, the
more condensed variable set is preferred. In this way, the
overfitting effect could be reduced further.

V. EXPERIMENT AND VALIDATION

In this section, we validate the effectiveness of the lasso in
activity feature selection on both Facebook [14]and Citeseer
datasets [15]. The experimental results show that activity
features can accurately predict the evolving pattern and the
most significant activity features can be effectively selected
by the model.

A. Dataset

We measure the evolving pattern and evaluate the lasso
on both Facebook wall-posting social network and the Cite-
seer co-authorship network. The Facebook social network
includes totally 876,993 post records between 46,952 people
over 1,596 days. Each record includes two anonymous user
IDs and a time stamp, indicating that the second person
posts on the wall of the first person at the specified time. By
setting one week as a unit and removing the records without
any posting, we generate the statistics of Facebook over
219 successive weeks. The activity features and evolving
patterns are extracted each week. Among all the evolving
pattern labels in the dataset, there are 141 growing and 78
shrinking, which are marked as 1 and 0, respectively.

The Citeseer co-authorship network is collected from
the years 1980-2006, which includes 486,324 collaboration
records and 283,155 authors. Different from the Facebook
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Figure 3. The predicting accuracy over different number of features on
Citeseer data

dataset, the activity features and evolving patterns of Cite-
seer are measured annually. The maximum number of pub-
lications is 120,361 among 91,722 authors in the year 2000.
In addition, the records with growing pattern are marked 1
and those with shrinking pattern are 0.

B. Parameter

Only one parameterλ is involved in the model construc-
tion and feature selection. Withλ changing from 0.1 to 5,
we found that the fitted coefficients keep the same. Based
on that, we setλ value as 1.

C. Evaluation

In the first part of the experiment, significant activity
features are selected on Citeseer data. As the data only
covers 25 years, relatively short for the time interval to
construct ISA, the overall data is used for both training and
testing. Figure 3 shows the prediction accuracy on different
activity feature sets in each iteration. Error bars represent
5% errors. The best accuracy 88% is obtained when the
number of features used is 2, 3, or 4. Since the set of 2
features (marked red in Figure 3) requires the least predictor
variables when producing the best accuracy, it is selected as
the final result.

Since the Facebook data covers a total of 223 weeks,
we randomly select 53 data points for testing and use
the remaining 170 data points for training. The prediction
accuracy with different numbers of activity features in each
iteration are shown in Figure 4. Error bars represent 5%
errors. The model produces the best accuracy of 79.3% when
only 2 features are included as the predictor (marked red in
Figure 4). It is 5.7% higher than the accuracy obtained with
full feature set. Other feature sets are not considered as good
choices, because they produces lower accuracy with higher
complexity. Therefore, the set of 2 features is selected as
the final result.

On both datasets, although the full activity feature sets
carry more information than the selected ones, they do not
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Figure 4. The predicting accuracy over different number of features on
Facebook data

Table III
ACTIVITY FEATURES SELECTED AND ACCURACY ONCITESEER AND

FACEBOOK DATA

Dataset Citeseer Facebook
Features selected ARt, Ct |Vt|, CEt

Accuracy 88% 79.3%

produce a higher accuracy. It indicates that the feature selec-
tion reduces the overfitting effects, and therefore improves
the prediction accuracy.

Table III illustrates the features selected on the two
datasets with their prediction accuracy. On Citeseer data,
the activity features selected are the total number of current
collaborations and average number of coauthors of each
person. It indicates that the current collaboration between
authors is the most significant factor to explain the evolving
pattern of co-authorship network. On Facebook data, the
features selected represent the current active population
and the cumulative connections. This result reveals that in
friendship network, the number of active members and their
cumulative connections could be the most important factors
to determine the network evolution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focus on the member activities and
study their impact on the social network evolution from a
macro scope. By incorporating activity features, we present a
model to predict the network evolution and find out the most
significant features. For future work, the evolving pattern
can be further explored in different applications. Also the
evolution measure can be extended with the absolute values
to fit with more scenarios.
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